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Twitter is evolving Crazy Fast ■

= Unfair advantages

...Only if you know where to look ■

I did the searching for you :)

Here are 4 new Cheat Codes to not fall behind at the new Twitter game:

(Plus 2 extra free gifts worth $250 inside) ■
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I made a detailed guide to: 

 

1/ Getting Blue tick from anywhere 

2/ Multiple links under bio 

3/ 1-click follow button 

4/ Comment 3x faster 

 

Bonus: 

 

• 111 Viral Tweet cheat sheet 

• Ultimate Tool kit 

 

To get it for FREE, simply 

 

• Follow me



• Comment "Four" under the top tweet

It's impossible to do a step-by-step guide in a Twitter thread.

A video tutorial is best to use & activate these features.

So while the videos & gifts are on the way....

Let me tell you more about each of the 4 new Hacks ■

1/ Getting the Blue tick from anywhere 

 

With Elon soon prioritizing verified accounts in the algo...



 

Being a non-verified account is a BIG disadvantage. 

 

It already has so many extra features 

(edit tweets, longer videos etc) 

 

But if it's not rolled out in your country yet..

..You can't do much

Verified accounts & US customers will ALWAYS get the hottest features (eg. revenue sharing)

+ the Algorithm will be increasingly benefit them

There's a way to get access to all of it at no extra cost!

Also how I got a Blue tick from India 3 weeks ago ;)

2/ Multiple links under bio 

 

Revue was shut down in mid-January. 



And since then a ton of people have lost traction in the form of new Newsletter subscribers. 

 

There is a lesser known Twitter feature called Shop and it's still new & half baked. 

 

But it allows up to FIVE links ■





Savvy creators have already started using it..

But you can count all such accounts on your fingers.

It's a rather long, confusing & complicated process to figure out-

But I have tried to make it as simple as possible.

Caveat: The links are only visible to followers in the US.

3/ 1 Click follow button

Be it in your threads or links inside newsletters/ social media accounts,

When we ask someone to follow us...

It's always a TWO-STEP process:

open profile --> click follow.

What if they got this screen every time instead -



You can still (kinda) see the profile, banner, etc in the background

But the follow button pops right up front & center!

This helps people

• not think too much

• get lost reading tweets

• forgetting to follow you

(yes that happens!)

Reduce friction: make it ONE step.

4/ Comment 3x faster

You might know about Tweetdeck

A lesser known but super useful Twitter feature.

They keep updating it from time to time....

And recently they added a beta version which makes commenting much much faster if you know how to use it

How to access the beta?



Well...it's all inside the video tutorial

Along with the "HOW" behind these 4 new hacks..

You also get my 111 Viral Tweet templates

AND a database of 150+ tools for Creators with tags & tutorials

To get all 3 in your DM just:

1/ Follow me

2/ comment "four" under the top tweet



I spent doznes of hours finding & compiling these 4 new hacks..

The 2 other bonuses are temporarily free too!

I hope you feel the same thrill as me when I first saw my Blue tick :)

To get the guide & bonuses:

1/ Follow me @bewritethere

2/ Comment "four" under the top tweet https://t.co/AGzPLBbsOE

Twitter is evolving Crazy Fast \u26a1 

 

= Unfair advantages

https://twitter.com/bewritethere
https://t.co/AGzPLBbsOE


...Only if you know where to look \U0001f440 

 

I did the searching for you :) 

 

Here are 4 new Cheat Codes to not fall behind at the new Twitter game: 

 

(Plus 2 extra free gifts worth $250 inside) \U0001f447 pic.twitter.com/qRm8v0lLip

— Pranshu \u2022 \u270d\ufe0f \u2022 MM (@bewritethere) February 10, 2023
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